ILB-SAR
CHECK CARDS
• Use a CHINAGRAPH pencil to write on these cards.
• Return to correct stowage after use.
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CHECK CARD

SAR - ILB Tasking Form

Circled numbers indicate order in which Coast Guard are likely to pass information.

1

1.

Description of incident

2.

2
Search Target: ..........................................................................................................................................

3.

4
Search Type: ............................................................................................................................................
Sections 4 – 9 required for Chartplot search

4.

3
Commence Search Position: .................................................................................................................

5.

5
Direction of first leg (COG): ...................................................................................................................

6.

6
Leg length: ................................................................................................................................................

7.

10
First turn left or right (if applicable): ......................................................................................................

8.

8
Track spacing: ..........................................................................................................................................

9.

9
Number of legs: ......................... Or, overall search width: ................................................................

7
10. Search Speed (SOG): .............................................................................................................................
Advise CG when commencing penultimate leg
Other Info
Drift Start Position (DSP)
Through Water or Over the Ground Search

11. Communications
Other units tasked
On scene channels
On scene coordinator

Coordinating station ................................................ Day time group .................................................
Lifeboat to Coastguard
Weather
Wind Direction (in degrees) and speed
Sea state
Swell height and direction
Known tidal rate and direction
Other Information
Preferred search direction (due to visibility / sea conditions etc)
Other vessels in area
Other local knowledge
Additional requirements e.g. Cliff rescue, helicopter

NOTES
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CHECK CARD

SAR - Situation Report Form (SITREP)

To be passed every 30 minutes, or when the situation changes, to MRCC for the search mission
co-ordinator (S.M.C)

From Lifeboat to Coastguard (Arrival on scene and every 30 mins):
Sitrep Number …………………………...........……………………………………................……………
Position ………………………………………..........…...........……………………................……………
Lifeboat Course ……………..…………...……......... Speed…….....................................................…
Weather on scene:
Wind- Direction…..............................................…. Speed…….....................................................…
(in degrees)

Sea State ……....................................................................................................................................
Swell- Height …....................................................…Direction …...............................................……
Precipitation…………….............................................................................................………………….
Visibility…………………...................................................................................................................…
Estimate of tidal current rate and Direction………………………..........……………….........…………
Preferred search speed………………………………………….....…………………………...........……..
Other vessels in the area ………………………………....………...........………………………………...
Other Information:
Ability of lifeboat to search in a particular direction i.e. because of glare from sun or seakeeping, or benefit
of moonlight. Any useful local knowledge e.g. tidal features, cliff rescue requirements etc.

……………………………………………………………….......................................................………….
……………………………………………………………………................……...........……………………
…………………………………………………………………...........................……………………………
Notes:
1. Each sitrep concerning the same casualty should be numbered sequentially.
2. ‘No Change’ may be passed for complete or sections of the sitrep as appropriate but with NEW sitrep number.
3. When the incident is concluded A FINAL SITREP should be issued as confirmation.
4. After initial on scene sitrep, subsequent sitreps must include the lifeboats course and intended movement.

NOTES
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SAR - Weather Terminologies

CHECK CARD
Beaufort Wind Scale:

WIND SPEED
M.P.H.
Km/H

DESCRIPTION

SEA CHARACTERISTICS

Calm

Like a mirror.

<1

<1

<1

Light Air

Ripples like scales are formed.

1-3

1-3

2-6

Light breeze

Small wavelets, still short but more pronounced,
not breaking.

4-6

4-7

7-11

Gentle breeze

Large wavelets, crests begin to break; a few white
horses.

7-10

8-12

12-19

Moderate
breeze

Small waves growing longer; fairly frequent white
horses.

11-16

13-18

20-28

Fresh breeze

Moderate waves, taking more pronounced form;
many white horses, perhaps some spray.

17-21

19-24

29-38

Strong breeze

Large waves forming; white foam crests more
extensive; probably some spray.

22-27

25-31

39-49

Near gale

Sea heaps up; white foam from breaking waves
begins to blow in streaks.

28-33

32-38

50-61

Gale

Moderately high waves of greater length; edge
of crests break into spindrift; foam blown in wellmarked streaks.

34-40

39-46

62-74

9
10

Strong gale

High waves with tumbling crests; dense streaks of
foam; spray may affect visibility.

41-47

47-54

75-88

Storm

Very high waves with long overhanging crests;
dense streams of foam make surface of sea white.
Heavy tumbling sea; visibility affected.

48-55

55-63

89-102

11

Violent storm

Exceptionally high waves; sea completely covered
with long white patches of foam; edges of wave
crests blown into froth. Visibility affected.

56-63

64-73

103-117

12

Hurricane

Air filled with foam and spray; sea completely
white with driving spray; visibility very seriously
affected.

64 plus

74 plus

118 plus

FORCE

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

REMEMBER:
		

KNOTS

The wind speeds for each defined force on the Beaufort Scale must only be regarded as an
AVERAGE speed. So gusts well up into the next force can be expected at times.
TIP: to find approximate wind speeds, in knots, for forces 2 to 10
Multiply the wind force by 5, then minus 5 - this gives the approximate wind speed.
Example (for force 6): 6 x 5 = 30 - 5 = 25 knots

•

Definitions of visibility at sea
Area Forecast; Visibility (in nautical miles):
Very Good

= more than 30 miles

Good

= 5 - 30 miles

Moderate

= 2 - 5 miles

Poor

= 1000 metres - 2 miles

Fog

= less than 1000 metres

•

Swell heights are described as follows:
CALM		=
SMOOTH		=

less than 0.1 metres
0.1 to 0.5 metres

SLIGHT		=

0.5 to 1.25 metres

MODERATE		=
ROUGH		=
VERY ROUGH =
HIGH		=
VERY HIGH		=
PHENOMINAL =

1.25 to 2.5 metres
2.5 to 4 metres
4 to 6 metres
6 to 9 metres
9 to 14 metres
in excess of 14 metres

NOTES
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CHECK CARD

SAR - Corrected Sweep Widths for RNLI Inshore Lifeboats

ONLY TO BE USED IN THE ABSENCE OF CLEAR GUIDANCE FROM THE
COORDINATING AUTHORITY
The visual sweep width for RNLI Inshore Lifeboats is based on the Coastguard SAR
graphs and tables, using the small craft column. For ease of use, recognising the
difficulties in operating small craft with limited crew, standard sweep widths based on
20kts, 12kts and 8kts have been calculated for a range of conditions. Recognising
the capabilities of Inshore Lifeboats and the restrictions imposed by height of eye, the
table is limited to maximum calculation factors of 5NM visibility and 1.5NM maximum
sweep width.
FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES SWEEP WIDTH EQUALS TRACK SPACING (AREA
SEARCHES) AND INITIAL LEG LENGTH (DATUM SEARCHES).
WIND SPEED / SEA STATE ON-SCENE
<16kts / <2' Sea

16-25kts / 2-4' Sea

>25kts / >4' Sea

ASSUMED SPEEDS

TARGET TYPE

20 knots

12 knots

8 knots

SWEEP WIDTHS

PERSON IN WATER

30 secs

(0.17 nm)

30 secs

(0.10 nm)

30 secs

(0.07 nm)

Visibility 1NM

2 mins		

(0.67 nm)

1 min 45 secs

(0.35 nm)

1 min 15 secs

(0.17 nm)

Visibility 3NM

5 mins		

(1.67 nm)

4 mins 15 secs

(0.85 nm)

3 mins 15 secs

(0.43 nm)

Visibility 5NM

6 mins 30 secs

(2.16 nm)

5 mins 30 secs

(1.10 nm)

4 mins		

(0.53 nm)

Visibility 1NM

2 mins 30 secs

(0.83 nm)

2 mins		

(0.40 nm)

1 min 30 secs

(0.20 nm)

Visibility 3NM

6 mins		

(2.00 nm)

5 mins		

(1.00 nm)

3 mins 45 secs

(0.50 nm)

Visibility 5NM

8 mins		

(2.66 nm)

6 mins 45 secs

(1.35 nm)

5 mins		

(0.67 nm)

Visibility 1NM

1 min 15 secs

(0.42 nm)

1 min		

(0.20 nm)

45 secs

(0.10 nm)

Visibility 3NM

2 mins 30 secs

(0.83 nm)

2 mins		

(0.40 nm)

1 min 30 secs

(0.20 nm)

Visibility 1NM

2 mins 30 secs

(0.83 nm)

2 mins		

(0.40 nm)

1 min 30 secs

(0.20 nm)

SAILING VESSELS

2 mins 30 secs

(0.83 nm)

2 mins		

(0.40 nm)

1 min 30 secs

(0.20 nm)

Visibility <3NM
LIFERAFT <4 PERSONS

LIFERAFT 4-8 PERSONS

POWER AND MFV <15'

POWER & MFV 15-45'

Visual sweep width (W) is a mathematically expressed measure of detection capability based on
target characteristics, environmental conditions, height of eye and other limitations. A Sweep width of 1
mile means half a mile either side of the SRU. Sweep width will always be less than twice the maximum
detection range (the furthest distance you would normally expect to see a target). The Sweep width
concept provides a convenient method to ensure a search area can be accurately covered.

NOTES
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CHECK CARD

SAR - 'Parallel Track' Search Pattern

searched area

track
space

• PARALLEL TRACK (Ground Based)
Where the longest leg of the search is parallel with the longest edge of the search box.
1 Optimum use - when there is an equal probability the target could be anywhere in the
search area.
2 Track Spacing - usually supplied by the SMC and obtained in conjunction with the
Sweep width tables and search criteria.
3 Can be used in single or multi vessel situations.
4 Commence search position (CSP) is generally one half track space in from box edge.
5 As this is a ground based search the pattern can best be utilised using electronic
navigation equipment.
Generally the SMC will provide the Lifeboat with the following;
1. Search area coordinates
2. Commence search position
3. Required track spacing
4. Leg length and direction of first search leg
5. Search pattern required
6. Width of search legs
7. Search speed (noting that Lifeboat should always suggest slower speeds if this
would improve search performance e.g. spray would be reduced, lookouts could
safely be on deck etc)

NOTES
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CHECK CARD

SAR - 'Creeping Line Ahead' Search Pattern

searched
area

track
space

• CREEPING LINE AHEAD (Ground Based)
Where the longest leg of the search is parallel with the shortest leg of the search box.
1. Optimum use - when there is a greater probability the target could be closer to one
end than the other of the search area.
2. Track Spacing - usually supplied by the SMC and obtained in conjunction with the
Sweep width tables and search criteria.
3. Can be used in single or multi vessel situations.
4. Commence search position (CSP) is generally one half track space in from box edge.
5 As this is a ground based search the pattern can best be utilised using electronic
navigation equipment.
Generally the SMC will provide the Lifeboat with the following;
1. Search area coordinates
2. Commence search position
3. Required track spacing
4. Leg length and direction of first search leg
5. Search pattern required
6. Width of search legs
7. Search speed (noting that Lifeboat should always suggest slower speeds if this
would improve search performance e.g. spray would be reduced, lookouts could
safely be on deck etc)
Note: The SMC may ask the SRU(s) to commence searching at the down-drift end of a search
		 area if there is concern that the search object(s) may be close to the down-drift boundary
		 and may possibly be about to drift outside of the calculated search area.		

CHECK CARD

Expanding Square Leg Length and Time Calculator

EXAMPLE
SPEED

SPEED
LEG

10

To be determined
by the Coxswain

knots

10

From the 'Uncorrected
Visual Sweep Widths' table

LEG

Heading

Initial
Trackspace

Multiplier

1

090°

0.2

x1

2

180°

0.2

3

270°

4

0°

5
6

From the 'Speed/Distance
Computation' table OR a
computation ruler
Distance

Time

=

0.2

1.15

x1

=

0.2

1.15

0.2

x2

=

0.4

2.20

0.2

x2

=

0.4

2.20

090°

0.2

x3

=

0.6

3.30

180°

0.2

x3

=

0.6

3.30

knots

Heading

Initial
Trackspace

Multiplier

Distance

1

x1

=

2

x1

=

3

x2

=

4

x2

=

5

x3

=

6

x3

=

7

x4

=

8

x4

=

9

x5

=

10

x5

=

11

x6

=

12

x6

=

13

x7

=

14

x7

=

15

x8

=

16

x8

=

Time
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CHECK CARD

SAR - 'Expanding Square' Search Pattern

Note: Whilst Datum Searches can be conducted electronically, the navigating system cannot take into
account the continuing effect of wind and tide upon the casualty. Therefore Datum searches should be
conducted "through the water" using compass heading and speed/time distance calculations only.

•

EXPANDING SQUARE Search (Water Based)

1. Optimum use- used to commence the search at the datum when the search object
is confidently anticipated to be within a relatively small area. It is well suited to a
rapid response search with little or no leeway.
2. Has the same potential coverage as Parallel track and Creeping line ahead but the
search is conducted in legs starting from the datum where the leg length is equal to
a Track spacing (normally the Corrected Sweep width - obtained from the table) with
each turn being 90° to the right so, from datum;
i. LEG 1 =			 Track Spacing
ii. LEG 2 =			Track Spacing
iii. LEG 3 = 2 x Track Spacing
iv. LEG 4 = 2 x Track Spacing
v. LEG 5 = 3 x Track
Spacing
3. Best carried out as a "through the water” search (i.e. using compass and log) to
allow the pattern to drift with the search object.
Useful Hints:
• Use the cardinal points North, South, East and West to make steering easy.
• If a crewmember is monitoring the time, ask to be told the new course and bearing 10 seconds
before the turn, not on the turn.
• Tick each completed leg off on the RNLI checkcards.
• Do not use landmarks to drive a leg as this prevents the boat drifting with wind and tide.

SAR - 'Sector Search' Bearing Calculator

CHECK CARD
LEGS 1 to 9

LEGS 10 to 18

(First Rotation)

(Second Rotation)

10

LEG LENGTH

10

SPEED
TIME PER LEG

10

Nm

LEG LENGTH

Knts

SPEED

Min/secs

TIME PER LEG

10
10
10

Nm
Knts
Min/secs

Note:
For the second rotation the leg length can
be increased up to two track spacings with
the pattern being moved 30° clockwise and 		
repeated.

Second Rotation
FOR LEGS 10 TO 18, ADD 30° TO THE ORIGINAL LEGS 1 TO 9.
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CHECK CARD

SAR - 'Sector Search' Search Pattern

Note: Whilst Datum Searches can be conducted electronically, the navigating system cannot take into
account the continuing effect of wind and tide upon the casualty. Therefore Datum searches should be
conducted "through the water" using compass heading and speed/time distance calculations only.

• SECTOR Search (Water Based)
1. Optimum use-when datum information is very fresh i.e. for man overboard or upon
location of debris/wreckage.
2. If there is no physical datum, one should be created utilising a weighted fender or
lifebuoy if possible.
3. This is the only search that sweeps the datum and immediate area around the datum
a number of times and so has a much higher probability of detection close to the
datum than the other patterns discussed.
4. This search is conducted in legs where the leg length is equivalent in distance to one
Track Spacing (normally the Corrected Sweep width - obtained from the table).
5. The first leg is generally in the direction of drift with turns of 120° to the right at
the end of specific legs. If no success after one full rotation the leg length can be
increased up to two Track Spacings with the pattern being moved 30° clockwise and
repeated.
Useful Hints:
• Calculate all leg bearings before departing the datum.
• If a crewmember is monitoring the time, ask to be told the new course and bearing 10 seconds
before the turn, not on the turn.
• Tick each completed leg off on the RNLI checkcards.
• Do not use landmarks to drive a leg as this prevents the boat drifting with wind and tide.

NOTES
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CHECK CARD

SAR - 'Multi-Vessel' Search Pattern

• MULTI-VESSEL (Ground Based)
This search is based on the same principles as the single vessel parallel track and
creeping line ahead search pattern. The search vessels are spaced at the required track
spacing in line abreast and will generally proceed at the speed of the slowest vessel.
This is a useful search pattern when using vessels with limited navigational capability
e.g. ILBs, Fishing Vessels, etc. The vessel which can navigate accurately acts as the
‘mother’ craft and all other vessels take position to one side, or on both sides of it, one
track spacing apart. At the end of each leg, all the craft have to move up or down one
track spacing and start the next leg of the search.
An alternative to vessels searching line abreast would be for the search area to be split
up into sub-areas for additional SRU’s.
Generally the SMC will provide the OSC with the following;
1. Search area coordinates
2. Commence search position
3. Required track spacing
4. Leg length and direction of first search leg
5. Search pattern required
6. Width of search legs
7. Search speed (noting that Lifeboat should always suggest slower speeds if this
would improve search performance e.g. spray would be reduced, lookouts could
safely be on deck etc)

NOTES
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CHECK CARD

SAR - 'Ship / Aircraft' Search Pattern

• SHIP / AIRCRAFT - (ALB / ILB)
This is a search with two vessels involved where one is considerably faster than the
other. The faster vessel could be an aircraft or a surface vessel.
a.		 This search can be undertaken by an ILB with an ALB as well as by a lifeboat with
		 a helicopter.
b.		 The faster of the two vessels will undertake the “Creeping Line Ahead” part of the
		 search. The slower vessel will take the straight passage through the centre of the
		 search area.
		
Note:
In certain circumstances the roles may be reversed. For example; When the search
area requires the vessel carrying out the “Creeping Line Ahead” role to search near land
it may be safer to have the slower ILB take on the task while the faster ALB takes the
centre line.
Useful Hints:
• When the search is carried out in conjunction with an ALB, the ALB can fix a Radar
range ring from its position to advise the ILB as to the extent of the search area.

NOTES
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CHECK CARD

SAR - Aide-memoire for the 'O.S.C.'

DUTIES OF THE 'ON SCENE CO-ORDINATOR'
1. Carry out search plan as directed by SMC
Remember you know the area and local conditions and this information will greatly assist the SMC.
Ensure that a full dialogue takes place between you and SMC so that you understand the plan and
what is expected of you and that the SMC understands any limitations you may have in carrying out
the plan.
2. Ensure reports are compiled and sent every 30 mins as a Situation Report (SITREP)
3. Coordinate on-scene communications between units
It is important to explain to other units your (and the SMC’s) intentions and, if appropriate, reasons.
4. Keep records of the operation
• Times of arrival/departure of own and other units
• Areas searched
• Track spacing
• Sightings reported and their positions and times
• Actions taken & results achieved
5. Keep as much information as possible on your paper chart and as tidily as you can
This will greatly assist in writing up a complicated service. If it is difficult to record all the details pass
the information as a radio message – it will be recorded by the MRCC.
6. Liaise with the SMC as to when SRU's are no longer required
For example: If a search is moving close inshore and a large merchant vessel has been involved in
the offshore search, or weather conditions deteriorate and an ILB has been assisting in the search.
7. To report numbers and names of survivors
This is most important when there are a large number of survivors, as accurate records need
to be kept to ascertain who is still missing.
Note: Do not pass over voice circuits the identities of any deceased. It may be pertinent to pass
names of survivors over more secure circuits where possible (e.g COACs PMR).
8. General Points:
•
•

Do consider the safety implications before making requests of other vessels.
Do ensure such requests are not interpreted as an order that has to be obeyed against the better
judgment of the units or volunteers.

•

Before making a request for action, be reasonably satisfied of the relevant expertise of the unit
being requested to assist.

•

Do ensure that if a request for action involves risk then the unit or volunteer is made aware of all
risks that are known to you as OSC.

9. Other Considerations:
• Speed:
Speed of slowest vessel less one knot – or slower if considered appropriate in the conditions.
• Other Vessels Problems:
Manoeuvrability; manpower – high sided vessels cannot recover survivors from the water without
great risk and difficulty.

NOTES
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ILB - Post Capsize Procedure

After the boat has righted quickly ensure:
Sea anchor has deployed correctly. (Actioned before
		righting.)
1.		

2.		

Safety line is inboard and made fast to cleat.

3.		

Engines down and locked.

4.		

Fuel lines secure and primed.

5.		

Re-start engines.

Rig emergency aerial if needed, pass Sitrep by RT.
		 Even if no response is heard, pass the message - 		
		 you may be heard.
6.		

Check all electrical equipment, breakers may need to
		 be re-set where appropriate. (Power trim/tilt breaker
		 will need re-setting.)
7.		

8.		

Recover and stow sea anchor.

Recover any crew separated from the lifeboat, use
		 appropriate search plan if not visual.
9.		

Leave righting bag inflated, if fitted, until completion
		 of service or exercise.
10.

Report details to LOM on return and/or Duty Officer
		 on the COIR at Poole HQ and conduct post capsize
		 checks in accordance with DWP.
11.

Reference: Appropriate SOPS (see SAP shared folders).

NOTES
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Engine Starting Procedure

For engines with Carburettor Drain Valves

1.		

Open carburettor drain valves.

2.		

Prime and flush carburettor by using primer bulb.

3.		

Remove sparking plugs.

4.		

Pull motor over using re-wind starter.

When all traces of water being ejected from sparking
		 plug holes has ceased, fit dry sparking plugs.
5.		

Close carburettor drain valves when petrol is no 		
		 longer contaminated by water.
6.		

7.		

Attempt to start motor.

8.		

If motor fails to start repeat (3.), (4.) and (5.).

Choke may be required but this will be a "try and 		
		 see" situation.
9.		

In the event of the engine not re-starting then the
		 watertight radio and red flares should be used to 		
		 summon assistance.
10.

11.

Recover and stow the sea anchor.

On return to the boathouse follow submerged engine
		procedure.
12.

Note:
D Class Lifeboats have specific starting instructions that are located on
the inside of the engine cowling.

NOTES
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Military Fixed Wing Aircraft
Survivors in Ejection Seats

1.		 Great caution is required when handling survivors or bodies 		
		 which are located in ejection seats.
2.		 If air crew have ejected and parachuted clear of the aircraft,
		 the explosive content of the seat should be expended and
		 thus be safe to handle.
3. If the seat is still within 		
the aircraft or wreckage,
there is a high probability 		
that the explosive contents
remain intact, armed and 		
likely to detonate if the 		
seat is handled.
DO NOT under any
circumstances handle
the parts of the seat that
are painted yellow and 		
black (as indicated on the 		
photograph of a typical
ejection seat).
Note:
It is also highly unlikely in
this situation that the air
crewman would still be
alive - if it is clear he is
not alive then no further 		
attempt should be made to 		
free him from the seat.
4.		
		
		
		
		

When freeing a survivor from the ejector seat, place one
hand behind the midriff buckle and turn the knob on the
front of the buckle clockwise - this should release all straps,
if it does not, the straps should be cut whilst taking care not
to tug on the straps when doing so.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RELEASE BY ANY OTHER METHOD

NOTES

